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The Commission for Women presents
this 1976-77 Annual Report to you as
a member of the total academic community in the belief that you will
care about and act upon the issues,
problems, recommendations and progress of the Commission.
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INTRODlJ eTr ON

Ori8inal conceptions of our country's educational system,
policies and practices reflected the prevailing belief that
men and women were destined to assume different life roles~
The power and limiting effect of these sex-role stereotypes
breaks down slowlyo It was not until 1972, when Title IX of
the Educational Pmendments passed that Congress recognized
that many discriminatory policies and practices were based upon
these long standing traditions and unexamined assumptions about
the appropriate roles of men and women in society. Therefore
Congress asked educators to participate in a self-evaluation
pro'cess to examine their current policies and practices for sex
bias, to modify policies and practices that discriminate on the
basis of sex, and to design solutions which ameliorate the
effects of past discrimination.
It is' a significant positive fact that the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, appointed its Task Force on Women in
December of 1971
In a comprehensive report, the Task Force
presented data that indicated the obvious as well as the subtle
effects of sex role assumptions upon advising and personal life
choices, career decisions, curriculum content, and upon hiring
and employment practiceso A series of recommendations were
offered and this report reflects the continuing effort to implement those recommendations~
0

The format of this Annual Renort is similar to last
year's in that the complete minutes of meetings are not provided; rather, the primary focuses of Commission concerns
are discussed in a chronological developmental format enabling the reader to examine each issue and priority as an
integrated wholeo If the full minutes are needed for reference, they are on file with the CFW materials in the Women's
Center.,
We present the progress on seven priority areas of commission
concern in the year 1976-770 They are:
Affirmative Action
Clerical Issues
Salary
Title IX and \vomen' s Athletics
Women's Center
Publicity
Women in Academia

The report concludes with a discussion of priorities for the
future
0
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It is imno rtant to revie w the charg e to
CFW. The UTK
COrnITlission for Women is appo inted by the Chanthe
cello r to advi se on
plan ning , impl emen tatio n, and eval uatio n of Univ ersit
y progr ams
poli cies , and serv ices desig ned to impro ve the statu
s
of wom en.'
The Comm ission rela tes adm inist rativ ely to the Vice
Chan
cello r
for Plan ning and Adm inist ratio n.
.
The Comm ission :
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

recom mend s' chang es in polic y or proc edur e rela tive
to the conc erns of women;
faci litat es coor dina tion of new and exis ting
acade mic and extr acur ricu lar prog rams ;
~
recom mend s and enco urage s resea rch to asse ss the
statu s of women at UTK and comp ares thei r statu s
with that of women at othe r insti tutio ns and
agen cies;
assi sts in the eval uatio n and revis ion of the
Affir mati ve Actio n ulan .
advi ses and cons ults with all Univ ersit y offic ials
on the need s and statu s of women; and,
aids in ensu ring camp us and comm unity acce ss to
infor mati on on Comm ission and lTniv ersit v acti vitie s
relat ed to women.
.

As we look back over the past year it is clea r that
a real
momentum for chang e in attit udes and prac tices towa
rd
wome
n has
been estab lishe d. It is criti cal that we do not back
track
in our
effo rts to crea te a more equi table univ ersit y comm
unity
.
Rece
nt
stud ies repo rted in the Chro nicle of High er Educ ation
indic
ate
that for the firs t time , univ ersit y enro llme nt
fema le stud ents
exce eds that of male stude nts 52% to 48%. Hencof
e,
the urgen cy for
erasi ng any discr imin atory belie fs or prac tices that
coun t the majo rity of stude nts at our univ ersit ies. woul d dis-

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
The COmMission had 3 prio ritie s in refer ence to affir
mati ve
actio n this year .
Prio ritie s .
10 Publ icati on of hirin g poli cies and proc edur es.
2
Clea rly defin ed griev ance proc edur es.
3. Emph asis upon recru itme nt of fema le facu lty and
adm inist rator s.
Afte r the succ essfu l begin ning of Affir mati ve Actio n
progr ams
in 1976 -77, the CFW has conti nued to work clos ely in
1976
-77
with
Chan cello r Rees e and Dr. Eber sole to furth er imple ment
this
impo rtant plano The plan was restr uctu red and put
into effe ct
on Janu ary 1, 1977 .
0
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With the leadership of the subCOMmittee members, Sarah
BlanShei, Sammie Wynn, and ~1ary Richards, the Affirmative Action
plan was reviewed by the cn~ and eight areas of concern were
identified. A merno was drafted and sent to Dr. Ebersole voicing
these concerns and recommending possible changes. Five of these
'changes were adopted (Ebersole memo dated December 30). The
Co~ission was pleased with overall hi~h level specificity of
the plan. It is a helpful vehicle for equity on this campus if
administrators, faculty and students will read it and conform to
procedures"
The Commission suggested that Central Administration take
several steps to insure implementation of the plan:
1" The chancellor was requested to release a special
newsletter on Affirmative Action.
2
Hiring procedures be summarized in some way that
administrators could refer to and implement them easily.
3Q Provide sources for location of ~ualified women.
4. Commission for WOMen representation on search committees
particularly at administrative levels.
0

Action

An excellent Chancellor's Newsletter was released August 16,
1977, incorporating the philosophy of Affirmative Action, the EEO
report, the complaint procedure, salary equalization, MBO, recruiting procedures, Title IX and the role of the Affirmative
Action Co-ordinator
It would be helpful if administrators and
faculty would keep their copy available for ready reference and
as a reminder of our commitment to Affirmative Action.
o

Dr Ebersole and staff developed a permission-to-recruit
form to encourage compliance with Affirmatiye Action guidelines.
o

Dr. Herndon, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, released
a helpful summary of nrinciDlesand procedures to Deans, Directors,
and Department Heads. which leaves no doubt about the exact steps
that are to be taken in hiring personnel at UTKD (Memo, ~1ay 5,

1977 .)
These are important examples of the effects of a University
Central Administration working in cooperation with, rather than
opposition to, a Commission for 11omeno Conunitment to and implementation of Affirmative Action processes increase the probability
that greater numbers of women and minorities will be hired, hence
lendinB strength through diversity to the total institution.

"HI! UNIV!:flt~ITT OF TENNESSEE

KNOXVILLE 37~ 1e
Ofl'FICE OF THE VICE CHANCEL-LOIit
"LANNING

AND ADM IHi.T_ATIO~

December 30, 1976

TO:

Dr. Judith Kuipers

FROM:

Luke EberSOle~

SUBJECT:

Recommendations from the Commission for Women with Regard to the Revised UTK Affirmative Action Plan

We appreciate the careful consideration given by the Commission for Women
to the draft of the revised Affirmative Action Plan and the opportunity to talk
through and clarify the suggestions with you. As you requested, now that the
Plan has been finalized and sent to Graphic Arts for duplicating. we are responding to each of the points listed in your memorandum.

•

1. Page 13: As we agre,ed, Item B-2 under "Implementation" has been modified
to include communication. In the Plan which is distributed, the last sentence will
read: "It is the responsibility of Deans and Directors to ensure that criteria
for promotion and tenure established within their respective colleges and schools
are appropriate, not inadvertently discriminatory, described as precisely as
possible, and cOfTlTlunicated to faculty.
The first sentence of this item is
II

unchanged.

2. Page 15: As we agreed, we checked with Mr. Edward Bennett about the
design of the Carpenter-Apprenticeship Program, since it is externally funded.
The program is designed for both male and female minorities. We have, therefore,
modified the description to: "This program is designed to train minority males
and females in the carpentry trade. II
3. We continue to feel strongly that the section on "Faculty and Other
Instructional Staff" (Page 32) is necessary to indicate suggestions for possible
special efforts which could be taken by units in which underutilization has been
identified. The section on 11terminations on Page 39 is a part of the monitoring
ll

effort. not the affinnative action effort per se

p

I

I

,

,
t
t

J

l
•

In order to incorporate the Commission's point about inclusion of men in the
section on "Tenninations" (Page 39), the first sentence in Item A has been modified
to read: tiThe Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs or the Office
of the Vice. Chancellor for Graduate Studies and Research will send a questionnaire
to all full-time, pennanen'": faculty .'/na choose to leave UTK to 3sc:.ess the reasons
for employment tenninatioh, and will prepare a monthly summary of the reasons dted
for responses." The second and thi rd sentences of Itenl A remain unchanged.

I

~
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Item 8 on Page 39 has also been modified.

December 30 t 1976

The first sentence of Item B

now reads: liThe UTK Personnel Office will send a questionnaire to all full-time
permanent administrative and professional personnel who choose to leave UTK
'

to assess the reasons for employment termination, and will prepare a monthly
of the reasons cited in responses. The second and third sentences of
Item B and all of Item C remain unchanged.

s~ary

4. Page 40: Salary Review. This section has been retitled "Salary Studies
and Salary Equalization" for clarification. The section has also been expanded

1n order to clarify its points.

Currently, we are required to have goals, timetables, and other specific affirmative action programs for minorities which constitute a significant percent of our population. If minorities other than Blacks
become a significant percent, then we would move to implement the same kinds of
studies and programs. At present, however t we believe that we should concentrate
on Blacks, wcmen, the handicapped, and Veterans covered under the Vietnam Era
Veterans' Readjustment Act of 1974.
The revised Section IV (Page 40) is:

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Planning and Administration is
responsible for ensuring that the annual study of the salaries of UTK male
and female faculty members is made by the Office of Institutional Research.
The Affirmative Action Coordinator will oversee the preparation of the report.
The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Planning and Administration will
also initiate, in 1977, an annual study of comparative salaries of Black and
white UTK faculty members. The study will be made by the Office of Institutional Research, and the Affirmative Action Coordinator will oversee its
prepa ra t ; on.
The annual salary study of male and female faculty salaries is utilized
as one means of identifying salaries of individual women which may be inequitable. In the annual process of examining women's salaries and correcting
inequities, the Vice Chancellor for rJlanning and Administration meets with
each Vice Chancellor to discuss the salary of each faculty, administrative,
or professional staff member in units reporting to the respective Vice
Chancellor. The study and an ancillary document 1J:::.ing average salaries for
each faculty rank by department and salaries for adin-i'iistrative and professional
employees are examined, and the salary of each ~en~al~ is reviewed.
The results of the central review are pr(;\·/ided to Deans and Directors,
who, ~together with department and unit heads, make recornnendations for equity
adjustments as part of the budgetin 1 rJrocess.
The process of salary equalization is designed !o take into account not
only the quantitative factors assessed in the ann~dl salary study and ancillary
report, but also professional judgment of the ind·.vidual ' s perfonnance in the
department or unit.
If the comparative stuay of Black and white faculty sa}aries indicates
possible inequities in salaries of Blacks, the process described above will
be utilized for equalization.

Dr. Judith Kuipers
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The annual report to the UTK community on Affirmative Action efforts
will describe the year's process.
5. We do not believe it would be possible to reduce all the affinnative
action steps to a brief statement of policy and have the policy properly reviewed and approved for inclusion in the revised Affinnative Action Plan, if it
is to take effect on schedule. We shall reconsider the possibility of doing this
at the time of the 1977 annual report to the UTK community on Affirmative
Action efforts.

Item F on Page 48 to indicate the availAction Coordinator is in the process of
F, under IIItem now reads: "Copies of
guidelines will be available for use by
all search committees, groups, and individuals responsible for identifying
qualified applicants for UTK positions."

6. As we agreed, we have IOOd; fied
ability of guidelines. The Affirmative
preparing the sunmary guidelines. Item
the Affirmative Action Plan and summary

ll

7. .Form: IIAffirmative Action Report" (Page 41). The following question has
been added to the form, as No.4, with the succeeding questions being renumbered
5, 6, 7, and 8: "If Blacks, wcmen, handicapped individuals, Vietnam Era or
disabled veterans were not hired, explain the reasons.
In addition, the
definition of IIAffinnative Action" given on Page 4 has been added to the bottom
of both this form and the "Request to Search" form (Page 17).
tI

'-

We certainly promote equal employment opportunity for all applicants and
employees, butt as was discussed in Item 4 above, we believe our current affirmative action efforts must be directed toward Blacks, women, handicapped individuals
and veterans covered under the Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment Act.

The form does accompany appointment papers, as indicated in the instructions
for completion of it.
We hope you will express our thanks to the Commission for their assistance
in reviewing the draft of the revised Plan. If, after the Plan is distributed,
there are additional recommendations from the Commission, I would be glad to
receive them and discuss them with the Commission.

rh

Tna Univopoity ef

T&fI\"'~~~eCI ~no,l\vifle. Cnapter

of
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PRO·FESSORS
University: Station, Box 8815
KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE ~79' 6

UTK·AAUP

December 1, 1976

Dr. Luke Ebersole
Vice Chancellor for Administration and Planning
506 Andy Holt Tower
CAMPUS

Dear Dr. Ebersole:
At the last meeting of Commi ttee v7 of the Knoxville
chapter of the AAUP, your letter to us of July 6, 1976,
was reread and discussed. In that letter you responded to
our proposals regarding various salary issues which we set
forth in letters to you and to Dr. Herndon, date~ June 30, 1976.
Of our five proposals, we were pleased to note that four
had been taken into early. consideration. We are wondering,
however, about the status of the first one:
that complete information"on individual
salaries, which is public information and
available in Nashville, also be available
at some neutral location on the UT-Knoxville
campus, such as the Payroll Office or the
office of an affirmative action officer,
and that anyone who wishes to examine it be
permitted to do so.
Have the Vice Chancellors and Chancellor had an opportunity
to discuss this proposal now that the summer vacation period
is behind us, as you suggested in your letter that they might?

.

Since we are aware of the ambiguity with which faculty
members assess their salaries and their hesitancy to initiate
a salary review without knowing how their salaries compare
to those of their colleagues, we would like to encourage a
favorable response to our proposal.

In the event that it is decided that such action should

-2not be taken at this time, perhaps it would be in the best
interests of the UTK-AAUP to secure its own copy of the
information to have available for those who wish to examine
it.

We are concerned that the salary review procedure be as
effective as possible in its operation, and it is in this
spirit that we make our reques~.

Sincerely,

1:.
Paula J.
t4..c~

7kr"... ,.c/

Nassen,

cha~rperson

UTK-AAUP Committee W
713 McClung Tower·

cc:

Dr. Walter Herndon

i:l

,
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
KNOXVILLE 37916
O'frICE OF THE VICE CHANCEL-LOA
IJLAHNIHCI AND AD ... ,NI&T"ATION

December 15, 1976

Dr. Paula J. Nassen, Chairperson
UTK-AAUP Committee W
713 McClung Tower
CAMPUS

Dear Dr. Nassen:
The Chancellor and the Vice Chancellors have again discussed alternative
ways of making salary information available to persons to whom it would
be useful in assessing their own situation. We are unanimous in believing
that it is essential for each individual to have an appropriate means of
learning his or her salary standing both in relation to the University as
a whole and within the immediate group of colleagues.
The ultimate deterrent to a decision to make individual salary information
widely available continues to be strong concern regarding the personal
right to privacy in this matter. We believe that the wish for privacy
with regard to salary is preponderant among faculty and staff. We are
eager, therefore, to achieve the objective which we all share without
violating the privacy principle to which we attach considerable importance.

- Under usual circumstances the most appropriate source of salary information
is the department head, inasmuch as it is the department head who has primary responsibility for the evaluation process and for correlative salary
recommendations. The department head, better than anyone else, can communicate the relative salary position of an individual along with ,reasons for it.
Moreover, in this context salary position can be conveyed without intruding
upon the privacy of any other person. The Vice Chancellors will again reinforce with department heads the importance of defining as precisely as possible
the salary position of any individual who may wish this information.
When an individual feels that salary should be reviewed with someone other
than the department head, the Dean or the appropriate Vice Chancellor will
welcome the opportunity to discuss salary position with any member of the
faculty or .staff. Although the department head will usually be able to give
the most complete interpretation of salary position, the Dean and the Vice
Chancellor can provide full information regarding relative salary status.
We want to assure you and members of your committee of the availability of
the Vice Chancellors to discuss salary position with any individual and

Dr. Paula J. Nassen

-2-

December 15, 1976

further that every effort will be made to stress again the importance of
providing the fullest salary information possible by all persons having
evaluative and salary recommending responsibilities.

~~~
Luke Ebersole
Vice Chancellor

If
cc:

Chancellor Jack Reese
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Susan Whitney, Affirmative Action Coordinator, worked
closely with the Commission this year beginning with an explanation of her role~· It involves working with different departments to insure their attention to Affirmative Action procedures.
She developed a flow chart on how to recruit and a higher
education resources list to aid in searchin~ for new staff
personnel (November 17, 1976.) The ComMiss~on
asked Dr Ebersole to make these items available to every department who was filling vacanciesg C~~ members discussed
better methods for locating qualified women for positions which
occur at UTK and each member assumed responsibility for locatin a
qaulified women in their particular areao
0
e

~1embers also expressed real concern about myths that still
prevail in reference to the academic workinp, wornan
If the
reader is unaware of such myths we have included a copy of those
listed in the 1971 report for your information. Take time to
read them, they are most interesting
(Aopendix I)
Q

o

Central administration would not agree to a specific CFW
slot on every major search committee stating that such committees
would be cumbersome if every interested group on campus requested
representation. However, other steps were taken to insure representation of the women's perspective.
ao Dro Ebersole discussed the composition of search committees with CFW members before committees were selected.
bo Four CFW members were asked to serve on search committees.
Co
Dr~ Reese did ask a CFW member to serve on the Vice
Chancellor for Business and Finance search committee.
do Search committees for the Deanship positions in Education
and Liberal Arts provided special opportunities for C~~ members
to participate in the interview process of candidates brought to
campus. It is a significant negative fact that there were no
women interviewees for Deanships on this campus.
Results
While there was distinct progress made in developing procedures and processes for more equitable recruiting, the true
test of their effectiveness is the number of women hired. The
university did not hire females in any major administrative
position during the 1976-77 academic year.
We requested a brief report from the Affirmative Action
Coordinator, to be submitted in Fall, 1977, that presents a
gain-loss record in women facultyo
CLERICAL ISSUES

The CFW has continued to be concerned about the status of

Annual "'Report - 1976-77
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clerical and supporting staff at UTK~ Barbara Baldwin, Evelyn
Bales, and Nan Scott formed the subco~ittee who worked with
this issuec They met with the Employee RelationsComrnittee and
other interested persons to ascertain their current concerns.
The subcommittee also assisted them in locating channels for
solving problems which had previously been identified.
Perhaps the greatest step forward in this area was the
acceptance by Chancellor Reese of the Commission's recommendation that a member of the Employee Relations Committee be placed
on the CFW. Chancellor Reese stated that this would occur when
new Commission members are appointed for 1977-78. This action
will increase opportunity for the Commission to be helpful to a
majority sector of UTK female employees.
Priorities

IG
2.
3.
4~

Increasing availability of job descriptions
Change in employer notification policy.
Reasons need to be given for denial of re-classification.
Notification through channels that there is no quota
system at the various levels of supporting staff ..
0

Action

10

EGK. Bennett responded with the following memo.

THE

UNIV[~SITY

OF TeNNESSEE

KNOXVILLE. TEnNESSEE

onlr,r or
c)n

OIHf c."
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t~ovembcr

1(~,OtJ~,l.l

6
'900 , £ ~nAC f AVr Nt'f
KNOXVILLE tE.NNl5~(l J:':i1tS

24, 1976 .

r~Er'10RI\i: DUi·'
-----

TO:
FRor~

Mr. Stan Bohne

E. K. Bennett

:

SUBJECT:

'~'_

~"\

\.

"-)
\

"
Con...,,,; ss ; on for t·!onlen Repo rt

Listed belo\'J ar'e m.y cominents on the four items pertaining to Per'sonnel

outlined on page 4 of the annual report submitted by the-Commission for
Women:

1.

Every elnploJ'ee has been furni shed a copy of his/her job
description and a complete set of job descriptions are .
available in the Personnel Office. Employees are welcome
to review this manual at any time. It would be entirely
too expensive to reproduce. .

2.

Employees seeking a transfer must indicate that they have.
not i fie d the; r' sup e l" vis 0 r 0 f the; r' ; nten ~ tot ran s fer before they go on an inter'v;e\AJ. Sonle super'v;sors take this
as a per'sonal affront and do attenlpt to penal ize the
emploj/ec for seeking a transfer; hO\'IeVel"' , it seerns to me
that we ~hould correct this shortcoming with individual
supervisors rather than changing good personnel procedure.

3.

When a job is audited it is done to determine whether it
is properl.y ci?ssified or' not. If it ;s not properly
classified, \-/C recorn'11end the appropriate classification.
To state specific reason~ \',';lJ' a r'eclossification is denied
\,'ould rCCluire u c0l11parison bet\a,een·the audited job and all
other class"if;ct1tions. If a depar'trnent head requests that
a job be rCcJut1'itcd for' the purpose of upgrade (\I/f1ich is not

proJJcr) to a specific

classification~

we attempt to explain

to the department head \-/l1y the job is not upgraded .

....4PI t"l\",U P.J' ( \ I f
_ _ _ _ _ _,

u'·r.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..- ' -......" - - - - - ,...-.,~.....,....".~".",_.."""..".. ",.,''''''.....<..".,'''.,';o,' • . """'"

Mr. Stan Bohne
Page 2
November 24, 1976

4.

There are no quotas placed on classifications and we explained
this to the Commission for Women and to all other groups on
campus that we have met with. We could outline this in a
future article in Staff Stuff.

Should you wiSh additional information, please let me know.

if

Annual Report - 1976-77
Commission·· for Women
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2.

However, there are clear discrepancies in these procedures
as evidericed by the following letter.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
COLL.EGE 0" EDUCATION

KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE 37916
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TELEPHONE

OFFICE OF THE -DEAN

6~

5-974-2201

MEMO

TO:

All faculty and Staff,

FROM:

E. Dale Doak

SUBJECT:

Executive Committee Activity Concerning Classified Personnel

DATE:

Februa ry 7, 1977

~ollege

ffi)~·

of Education

Attached is a report of a subgroup of the Executive Corrmittee. It
is circulated to you for information and so that you will be aware
of our concern and activities in this area. We are involved in a
continuing effort to implement the recommendations of this report.,
su

p.

CLERICAL AND

SUPPORTIr~G

The University of

9 (a)

PERSONNEL

Tennes~r:e

- Knoxville

llanuary t 1977

In the

i~11

of 1976

\'J£

began to invest';gate \'arpious pol·ic;es relating

to clerical and supporting personnel on this campus with specific focus on
the College of Education support personnel.
cause of growing concern about lack of

The study was implemented be-

comnunication~

about seeming arbitrary

practices followed by the Personnel Office in matters of classification and
salary adjustment, and numerous other miscellaneous concerns.

After some

preliminary probing of all of ihe issues, it was decided that the study
should focus upon three basic questions,

1.

These included:

Who develops policy for supporting personnel, especially
regarding the classification system and salary matters?

2.

What is the function of the Personnel Office on this

campus and to whom does the Director of Personnel
report?
3.

What is the classification system and how ;s it to be
ilnp 1emented?

Extensive 5ess;ons were held with Ed Bennett, Director of Personnel
and Stanley Bohnet Vice Chancellor for Business and Finance.

The following

basic generalizations resulted from these meetings:
1.

~

The basic function of the Personnel Office is administration of the clerical and support personnel system within

p • 9 (b)

Univ ersity polic) /.

It is not a policy-for'mulating

opera tion, although Ed Bennett sits in on some groups
v! hie" doh Cl ve oj nflu en ceo n po' i t: Y• Bu$ ; C fun r. t i CJ ns
inc·'l!de personnei recl"u'it1nent, class ifica tion of positions , and d~vr.lopinent of C':inp·'oyee tr'ain ing progru.m.
2.

The Di recto r of Personne'l

t

Ed Benn ett, repor ts to

the Vice Chancellor for Business and

Finance~

Stan-

ley Bohne.

3.

Policy is formulated at two level s:

University (by

the Presi dent' s staff ) and campus (by the Chancellorls
staff ).

Communication is supposedly accomplished with
each of the Presi dent' s and the Chan cello r's staff in-"
terac ting \'iith h-is constituency.

Oper ation ally there

appears to have been little inter actio n with academic
units on this campus. Polic y formulation for support
personn~l

and communication regarding these polic ies

once formulated has been limit ed, and in

SOtlle

cases

polic y aP/pears to be a rathe r close ly guarded secre t.

No polic y manual exist s which addresses the issue s of
class ifica tion, salar y flexi bility , long-ran~e plans for
adjus ting our relat ively unsat isfac tory competitive
4.

position with other area agencies, etc.
It is impossible to obtain comparative data regarding
the posit ion of our supportive staff with suppo rtive staff
in other academic units .

p. 9 (c)

5.

Ther~ is a stt~ push from the Personnel Office to

study th~ classification of each position in this college.
6.

The

bJ(,

PC1~SO:i:, interviCi'Jed demon~tl'Ctte'1 s~'el:1in9 surprise

at our' dissatisfaction v:'ith the syst:~ll1i and bj' inference,

; t ·\': ~ s su99 ~ s t c.j t ht1 t

\'l

e \: ~ rca 10 ne i n

0 Ur

d i ~, ~ ~ tis fa c t i 011

(exclUding genC!ral concern regat'ding our non-cpmpetitive
. sal ar j' po s 'j t i CJ If ) •

7.

Mr. Bohne promised to take our concerns to the Chancellorls
sta ff.

On 12/30/76 t·1r. Bohne report£·d tha t he had vi s ; ic:d

with Chancellor Reese briefly a.bout this t but that it ho.d

not been a topic for discussion in a staff meeting.

He

again promis0d that he would get it on the agenda.
8.

No sat;sfactol~J' ans\-/ers \Vt~re forthcoming on the classifi-

cation pl"ocess.

Questions such as the following \tJere not

satisfactorily answered:

- Is the position or the role

incumbe;-.t classified? - Are principlJ.l secretar')1 positions
usually reserved forI Vice Chancellor and above level adrll;n-

istrative offices? - Why are thel"e such obvious discrepancies between soft and har'd money positions?
With the~e generalizations in mind, and \-Jith our' gC?ner'al level of dis-

satisfaction concerning the system t the following actions are recorrmended:
1.

We should refuse a restudy of classifjcation of positions

within our College until questions regarding the process
are satisfactorily resolved.

,ill

p.

2.

9 Cd)

We should request that this report be circulated to
all carnp~;5 dCall~ and the? topic be madr an agenda item
fur Oil~ uf the Ocan1s Coui,cil 111eGtinys in the nea.r

futL.! r~e.

3.

i~e ShOll 1d

a.

move to:

internally recognize those support
staff who are making exceptional
contributions to the University both
in quality and length of service;

b.

develop an internal procedure for
coordination of our personnel efforts;
i.e., consistency in clasSification,
salary, and cominunication.
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The Commission believes that these discrepancies need careful examination by Dr Herndon and the Employee Relations Committee and real efforts exerted to solve promotion and reclassification problems. High quali ty supportinf; staff often "tTlake
the difference" in high quality production in a department and
it is imperative that this university provide work settings and
opportunities that are as fair and equitable ~s oossible.
Q

3~

Joe Robustelli, Commission member and a Personnel officer,
studied current job titles with male and female root
words in an attempt to provide non-sexist titleso A
list has been completed and Robustel1i is to be complimented for his excellent work.
SALARY

Within the past few years we have heard about the difficulty
women have had in receiving any equity fro~ their institutions
and the sloymess of enforcement by Federal a~encies. The following list indicates more positive moves nationally within the
past few years in our struggle for equity.

lQ
2~

3G
4,

50
60

70
8~

90
100

Minnesota State University has recently agreed to pay
$63,000 in back pay for inequitable pay policies~
The UoS~ District judge has ruled in favor of four
faculty members at Montana State University who sued
on the grounds that MSU discriminated. Seventeen women
will share $38,600 in back payo
Brown University has agreed .to pay $29,495 to a psychiatric social worker who had charged the university
with sex discriminationo
Temple University has agreed to pay $150,000 to 90
female service workers for discriminatory pay practices.
The DoS. Department of Justice has filed a civil suit
against Pima County Community College on behalf of six
women there.
HEW has begun proceedings to cut off an estimated $5-7
million in federal contracts from Southern Illinois
University because of discriminatory practices at SIU.
The Department of Justice is seeking to join in a
private suit against Texas A & M University system.
The Department of Labor has found USC in violation of
the Equal Pay Act and has recommended approximately
$70,000 in back wages be paid to 27 women professors.
The University of Pennsylvania has offered $70,000 in
partial settlement of a suit brought against the
University by one faculty member.
Tufts University has agreed to pay $6,000 to a woman
who had filed a sex discrimination charge against the
institution.

.,..
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In fiscal year 1974, $6.8 million in back pay was
awarded under the Equal Pay Act to nearly 17,000

11.

workers~

12~

The University of Montana has paid $88,000 in back pay
to 39 womenc ..
Rutgers paid a psychology professor $6,400 as a result
of her discrimination suito

13c

Inequities in salaries for women have been a continuing
concern of the Commission here at UTK
A Salary Study is conducted annually by the Office of Institutional Research at UTK.
The Commission was part~cularly interested in assessing inequities between the salaries of male and female faculty. The
major focus of this concern last year was basically twofold:
to familiarize members with the strengths and weaknesses of
the existing surveys and secondly, to recommend changes to
improve the quality of future surveys.
.
o

Priorities 1976

IG

Clarification of the equalization process.
~lotification to employees of assignment of equi ty monies.
Publication of rights of appeal.

2
3.
0

Action
Central ad~inistration has ~ade a definite, concrete
commitment over the past three years to salary equalization by
assigning equity increments to colleges and departments.

At the October 19 meeting, the Commission commended the
administration for the process of identifying inequities, especially the step that includes careful examination of every
salary by at least two Vice Chancellors
However, the Commission
pointed out that there was a communication and process breakdown in some departments
Women receiving inequity monies were
not notified ahead of ti~e~ the money was given without explanation) and in at least t~o cases t~e De~art~ent ~ead deducted the
equity money from the overall merit raise. Dr. Ebersole and
staff have agreed to examine Department Head and Dean accountability in future assignments of equity monies.
0

0

Dr Reese's August 19 Newsletter informed every employee of
their right to question their salaries through channels at any
time
o

0

The University Salary Study was released in April. The Commission felt that the narrative description of the study was much
stronger this year and the study did indicate a decrease in the
differential of male and female salaries within rank. However,

If'
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l~o!11en

the picture will not be complete until data on tenure and promotion are examined~
Dr~ Ebersole and Betsey Creekmore attended the May 11
rneetinB to respond to questions which members had regarding the
study. Data validity and analysis were discussed with no concrete
answers found for some obvious discrepancies~ The Commission
felt that this study far surpassed the previous one, but hopes
that errors in the data will be eliminated and some obvious
discrepancies be clarified. This, issue will continue to be
foremost for the Connnission for ~. lomenc.

In summary, there has been def~nite progress ,over the past
few years in eliminating salary inequities between men and women
on this carnpus
A rocedure has been develo ed to identif
ine uities monies ave een ass~ ne to co e es
ere 1ne uities
occurre ,an ern 0 ees ave the ri ht to uestion t eir sa aries
at any t~me~ We express our apprec1at10n to niversity administration for real progress made; but at the same time, caution
~hat this is an area that must be monitored very carefully due
the extremely wide variability in beliefs, policies and procedures within and between departments and colleges~
t

TITLE IX AND l410MEN' S ATHLETICS

Priorities
I.
2

c

30
4,

Incorporate specific Title IX guidelines to support
women's athletics here at DTK.
Provide supportive role to new Director of lJomen' s
Athletics.
Pursue financial resources for women's athletics
Attendanc~ at women's athletic events.

Action
The Commission, through the use of Title IX has been
especially significant in promoting women's athlet1cs on the
UTK campus. Pat Ball, Mary Ellen McLoughlin, and Sharon Soldano
served on this subcommittee while Gloria Ray evaluated compliance
with Title IX in women's athleticso Dr Ebersole stated in a
memo that the report on UTK Title IX self-evaluation was on file
in his office and might be reviewed by members of the Commission.
Also, copies are on file in the Main Library. Deans, ~i~ectors,
and members of the E.E.O. committee were also sent cop1es on
November 14, 1976.
o

Pat Ball recommended comparing UTK's model with that of the
University of Utah which is considered exemplary
A copy of that
0
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model was reviewed and studied.
At the January 26, 1977 meeting, Chancellor Reese stated
that cases and decisions by Congress would determine the direction of UTK's compliance with Title IX. At this time, Mary Ellen
McLoughlin reported on .,the meeting between members of the· subcommittee and Dro Mike Brookshire, who had reported on steps
taken by the Systems Personnel Office to insure compliance with
Title IXo The C~J members informed him of concerns about lack
of visible Affirmative Action procedures in UT System's search
approacho Chancellor Reese expressed his appreciation for the
progress that Dr. Brookshire has made in organizing Systems
Personnel hiring procedureso However, the Chancellor was disappointed to learn that vacancies will not be lis~ed for job
openings within the system
o

At the April 27 meeting, Joanna AJlman, a doctoral student,
presented copies of the measuring instrument she will use to
study Title IX (sexism) on the UTK campUSe She met with the
Title IX subcommittee to determine if the Commission could use
the instrument in some manner as an aid for determining campus
compliance. The Commission agreed that the instrument UT used
was not constructed to ~erret out lack of compliance.
The Commission was extremely proud of Gloria Ray's outstanding job this year with women's athletics. There was concern
that more attention was not given to them by city papers,
especially in view of the women's basketball team honors. They
did, however, hold their own awards banquet and the Chairperson
of the CFW participatedo
Next year, the Commission would like to see greater attention given to outstanding women athletes, both by the administration and the press.
On November 13, a reception was held for women athletes
encouraging university-wide support and to encourage attendance
at events
The commission suggests that there be a 2 ticket
system developed in order that spectators who want to see female
com etition out don't have tickets to the male com etition rna
atten
as et a
games
0

0

Judy Kuipers, Chairperson of the Commission for Women, was
asked to serve on the Women in Athletics Advisorv Committee as
per request for Commission representation in last year's report.
PROMOTION AND TEl'lUR.E

Priorities

10

Investigation of promotion and tenure issues

o
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2.

Identifying methods and a vehicle for study of tenure
and promotion procedures~

Action
Promotion and tenure for women is a primary focus of the
Commission. On October 19, Dr. Ebersole stated that this area
needed further study suggesting that the Cormnission raise significant questions and then Institutional Research would conduct
data collection and analysis.
~1embers serving on the subcommittee were Sandra Bell, Roger
Nooe, and Mary Ellen McLoughlin~ These members assumed the
responsibility of defining these questions and determining areas
of CFW input into the study. Variables suggested follow with
each item subdivided by rank, tenure, status, and sex
v

a~

b.

MBO ratings for last year.
Number of publications.
(1) total (if possible. Would the Graduate School
have this information for the professorial ranks?)
(2) last 3 years
Length of full-time service.
(1) UTK
(2) total for college or university teaching
Number of years in current rank
Highest degree obtained
o

co

d.
eo

0

o

Difficulties were encountered when criteria used by different
department heads and the inconsistency of the MBO data were examined. The Commission agreed that access to other universities'
promotion and tenure studies might be helpful and letters were
sent for such information to the University of Pittsburgh and
the University of Michigano Pittsburgh had no data but the
University of Michigan shared information late in May that will
assist the Commission next year in its attempt to obtain a
r·igorous study
0

On February 9, Sandra Bell reported that the Faculty Senate
had met and aiscussed promotion and tenure. A statement of
recommended policies and procedures for each department to follow
regarding tenure review was passed "in spirit". The Commission
was disappointed that more definitive action was not taken.
On May 3, Dr. Ebersole asked the status of the Commission's
work on questions for Institutional Research. Sandra Bell explained that there were several variables which might skew the
data, thus distorting the picture of campus efforts in this
matter. However, the Commission plans to continue a diligent
effort to isolate meaningful variables and design questions for
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research which will accurately indicate the amount of discrepancy
in promotion and tenure for women across the campus.
WOMEN'S CENTE'R.

The 1971 Task Force report recommended that a women's center
be established on campus with a full-time director. On October 19,
1976, Cindy Straub, the new Director, reported that the center
was open.
The Women's Center is the coordinating unit for women's
programs on the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, campus. As
a result of the Student Activities Office, the Center functions
as a resource for all University departments and organizations
in the areas of women's programs and activities o The Center is
located in Room 301, The University Center, 974-4160.
Three areas have been identified as the priority objectives
for the Women's Center:
1.
The develo ment of a base for the lannin, im lementation,
an eva uat~on 0 programs or women.
rograms ~n1t1ate
by the Women's Center focus on the educational development
of the campus community with regard to women's needs and
issues. Leadership skills, national and regional trends,
appreciation of the arts arid artists, social concerns, and
historical perspectives are some of the broad catagories
in which programs are implemented. The broad program responsibility is accomplished by the Women's Center staff
in two ways. Major programs are planned and implemented
by the Women's Coordinating Council, and a student committee
under the auspices of the Center and the staff advisor.
Also many programs and services are undertaken within the
existing structure of the Student Activities Office where
a major responsibility of the Women's Center advisor is to
stimulate a more pronounced consciousness for women's concerns and women as resources throughou t the S.AE staff. To
these ends, the staff advisor is developing and maintaining
an on-going file of program ideas, including artists, performers, and speakers from all fields.
2.
The expansion and circulation of the collection of media
resources about women. Current literature newsletters,
magazines, video tapes and films are being collected and
organized for the Center. Many of these media resources
are currently available for use in the Center
Other
types of resources are offered in the Center, such as
lists of campus, community, and regional resource persons
and their speciality areas, and information from Women's
Centers and Women's Studies programs from other schools
and communities. The emphasis is on the collection of
popular resources for wide circulation and the compilation
0
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3.

of files and listings for program development.
The creation of a comprehensive information exchange
on all t es of women's activities occurrin
~
campus. T e pu 1cat10n an
letter and the availability of a bulletin board and a women's
calendar in the center are our primary means of communicating
these activities, The newsletter-contains information on
'
UTK course offerings of particular interest to women,
services available for women on campus and in the community,
news on women's organizations and programs, etc. Through
an up-to-date compilation of the programs and services for
women offered by other University departments and organizations, the Center maintains a campus and community referral
service as wello

An integral ,part of the Women's Center is the volunteer support advanced by the Women's Coordinating Council
The wee is
the campus organization charged with primary responsibility for
the development and coordination of women's programs; Students
are trained in leadership development, program design and production promotional methods, budget development as well as expanding their awarenesses of the national trends and issues concerning women.
c

Priorities
1~

2.
30

To meet in the Center, thereby lending visibility to
both the Center and the Commission.
Feed to the Center ideas for activities that meet needs
of VTK women.
Support Women Center's activities and programs through
committee work and co-sponsorship.

Action
The Center was very active this year. Women's Health Week
was held in February and included guest speakers such as Marlene
Sanders, Vice-President of ABC News; Chris Smithers, and Anita
Johnson. A Women's Colloquium was held every third Wednesday of
the month and was well attended.
To aid in promoting awareness of women's activities on
campus, a newsletter was distributed
An additional service of
the Women's Center was to maintain a file on job opportunities
for women
0

0

On May 2, the Women's Center and CFW co-sponsored an afternoon reception for female UTK athletes in the Student Center.
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On May 25, two members of the v..1ornen' s Coordinating Council,
Nancy-Ann Minn and Lisa Atchin, spoke to the env. They explained
future programs for 1977-78, which ~~ll include major themes of
relationships, lifestyles, and transition, and requested support
from the Commission for next year's programs.

Fliers which explain the services of the Women's Center are
being distributed by Engineering and other colleges to various
guidance counselors across the state. The Commission hopes
young women considering college and UTK will become aware of the
purposes of the Center.
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR WOMEN'S STUDIES
At the meeting of February 23, the Commission was informed
that the National Women's Studies Association ,was seeking a
location for a national headquarters. The members delayed a
decision on whether they would suggest that UTK be considered as
the site until several areas had been explored, such as cost,
time involved, and facilities needed
Upon receiving this information, the Commission decided to express their desire to
have the headquarters located at UTK. Cindy Straub'and Cathy
Farmer drew up a statement which outlined the feasibility of
housing a national headquarters and the Chairperson sent this
to Dr. Ebersoleo A letter was sent asking that UTK be seriously
considered as the home for this organization. However, the
University of Maryland WRS later desi~nated as the site of the
national hea~quarters.
o

WOt-fEN IN SCIENCE tvORKSHOP

Priorities

The CFW, puts priority on the encouragement of women to
pursue careers in science
o

Action

Dr. Suzanne Kurth, Dr. Margaret Perry, Dr. Jo Lynn Cunningham,
Dr. Linda Painter, and Dr. Judith Kuipers conceived a Women in
Science workshop proposal and submitted it for funding to N.SoF.
Funding was obtained and under the leadership of Suzanne Kurth,
Project Director, a Women in Science Workshop was held at the
University Center January 14 and 15, 1977. The goal of the workshop was to encourage .women to pursue careers in all areas of

-t.
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science by providing them information on the following content:
"The Funding Game: Research, Grants and Post-Doctorates.
Joyce Lazar, National Institute, of Mental Health
Carl Thomas, Dean for Graduate Research, UTK
"A Scientific Career: A Women's Perspective"
Marion Webster, President, Association for Women in Science
President, Graduate Women in Science

Workshops: Employment Opportunities, Lifestyles, Scientists
at Work.
1~
Employment Opportunities in Biological Sciences and
Medicine.
2. A Woman Scientist in a Governmental Work Setting.
3. The Graduate School Experience: Problems and Prospects.
4. Employment Opportunities in Social Sciences, History
and Philosophy of Science.
S, A Woman Scientist in a Research Settingo
6Q Dual Career Families.
7
Recruiting Women in Science (for faculty and administrators)
8. Employment Opportunities in Interdisciplinary and
Applied Sciences.
9. A Woman Scientist in an Academic Work Setting.
10. Women as Professionals.
11
Employment Opportunities in ~1athematics and Physical
Sciences.
12. A Woman Scientist in a Business Setting
13. Myth vs. Reality: Single Women
0

0

Q

0

One hundred twenty-five potential graduate students attended.
Evaluations were very positive.
PUBLICITY
Priority
Increase visibility of the CFW and its activities

o

Action
Throughout the year, the Commission has felt the need to
inform the campus and community of their work. Publicity has
been somewhat difficult to obtain, even in the campus newspaper

e

James Crook and Cathy Farmer outlined suggestions.for concentrated efforts regarding CFW publicity which would begin in
the fall of 1977. They are in the process of composing a guidebook to inform Commission members of various procedures to
follow when obtaining publicityo
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Judith Kuipers suggested that an article which summarized
the Comnission's activities of the past year be reported in the
Beacon. An article by Nan Scott on the history and function of
the Commission was published in the Beacon on March 10, 1977.
James Crook sent a letter to the News-Sentinel offering
suggestions for coverage of women's issues and activities. l\TOMEN IN ACADD1IA

All of the information in this report really revolves
around a basic assumption of the C~J. '"It is that the University
is beginning to implement a systematic approach to remove the
basic barriers to equal .opportuni ty for WOr.len - - the atti tude
that women are females first and persons incidently. Women are
individuals with wide ranging intellectual capacity, unique
talents, and capacities for leadership that need development
for their own sake. Where else but in the conceptualization,
administration, and implementation of our academic program do
the actions reported in this paper have more importance? Think
about it.

These issues have been an ongoing concern to the Commission
for Women. Subcommittee members were Suzanne Kurth, Judy Kuipers,
Pat Ball, Cindy Straub, and Joseph Robustelli.
Priorities

At the February 9 meeting, Dr. Kurth presented four areas
of focus regarding sexism in the classroom. These were: 1)
advising, 2) behavior in the classroom, 3) behavior outside the
classroom, and 4) direction of theses and dissertations. Problems
she discussed were: 1) defining different types of sexism and
establishing their negative consequences, and 2) assuring freedom
of speech for both students and faculty.
Action
Student member, Cynthia Butler, composed two questions to
be used on the class evaluation forms to give students an opportunity to express their feelings regarding bo~h the sexism dis:
played by the professor and the sexism found ~n the class read1ng
materials.
Drs. Karen Swander, Margaret Perry, and Charles McCleland
spoke to the CFW on February 23 concerning complaints they receive
from students regarding this issue. Dr. Swander stated that
the most frequent complaints she heard involved career counseling.
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Dr, Cleland, Ombudsperson, discussed the strategies of
his office for cases brought to his attention there. The variety
of complaints has eliminated the desirability of a uniform policy,
so he handles each case separately and direc~ly.
Dr. Perry cited examples of sexism regarding rewarding of
assistantships and fellowships. She also emphatically stated
that more female department heads are needed to assure women
faculty of less sexism in all areas.

Judy Kuipers asked that a memo regarding sexist language be
circulated again to administrators and faculty.
(A copy is included in Appendix I~) She also sug8ested the guidelines be
incorporated into the new faculty handbook.
Various means of raising the awareness across campus of the
problem of sexist7l llave been explored. by the Connnission and will.
be given high priority next year
Some of these means include:
1) Incorporating sexism as a topic in the Teaching and Learning
Seminars, 2) sponsoring a workshop on sexism, 3) developing
programs to be presented at faculty departmental m~etings across
campus, and 4) conducting a survey of students' awareness of
sexism by means of a Beacon questionnaire. In the coming year,
these strategies .will be developed and implemented.
o

Plans were made to offer assistance in increasing knowledge
and awareness levels of advisors for the new advising system.
However_ that system was delayed university-wide.

PRIORITIES 1977-78
The Commission will continue next year with the leadership
of Dro Suzanne Kurth, Assistant Professor of Sociology, who has
been the Assistant Chairperson this yearo The 1977-78 Commission,
which will include some new members, will set their priorities
firmly at their first fall meeting. However, based on our problems and progress over the past 2 years, the following priority
areas emerge:
1. Students - Vigorous efforts need to be continued to recruit
qualified women students at the undergraduate, graduate, and
professional levels, especially where current enrollment is
below 50%
2. Facult~ and Administrators - Vigorous efforts need to be
applie to recruit well-qualified female faculty members and
particularly, ~emale administrators.
.
3,. Sexism - Everv effort must be made to educate our academ~c
community to both the subtle and obvious modes of sexism
within the college classroom, with university advising
practices, and in the designation of graduate student
candidates and assistantships.

...
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4.

5

0

6.

7.

8.

Tenure and Promotion - A university-wide study of tenure
and promotion-needs to be accomplished. The CFW will continue its work in structuring questions that will result in
a study that is accurate, informative, and meaningful for
all facultv Members.
P.thletics :. Efforts to promote and support the increase of·
opportunities for Women in Athletics must be continued.
Supporting Staff - lfuile some progress has been made, there
~s much that needs to be done to develop and maintain equitable policies and practices for supporting staff.
It is not
by chance that the clerical staff is primarily female.
Publicity - The cn~ needs to do a more effective job of
pUbl~cizing their efforts and activities, both in order to
act as a vehicle for change, and education of those who lack
knowledge and awareness of the special problems women experience in higher education~
Women's Center - Continued University and C~~ support of
th1S Center and its activities is critical e Through programs
it offers, courses in Women's Studies, and informal discourse
between faculty and students at the center, there are meaningful mediums for change in belief systems and practices
toward women
0

It is important to conclude this report with statements of
fact about, and appreciation to, Dr. Reese, Dr. Ebersole, Betsey
Creekmore, and the other members of Central Administration. Over
the past two years, certain amounts of mutual distrust and frustration were experienced by all of us. It is an outstanding
tribute to our Central Administration and to our Commission
members, as individuals, that these frustrations and conflicts,
so necessary for change to occur, could be confronted openly and
honestly_ Dr. Reese, Dr. Ebersole, and Betsey Creekmore met
with the COmMission regularly. Dr. AIdmon worked diligently on
the Women's Center e Dr. Herndon constructed, both in spirit
and in letter, more equitable hiring procedures. Without the
commitment and cooperation of these individuals, our Commission
for 1~omen would have little to report under the Action sections
of this paper.
The Commission believes that this cooperation can and must
result in even greater efforts to extinguish any kind of sexism
on this campus that discounts women and their contributions.
SPECIAL

EVE~lTS

In order for the reader to gain some comprehension of the
numerous activities of the CFW, the following list of events is
provided. These were in addition to the twice monthly meetings
that were the work sessions of the Commission and Women's Center
activities.

WOMEN ARE AN ACTIVE GROUP AT UTK!
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October 19
Chancellor Reese hosted the CF\.J for a luncheon meeting.
November 13
A benefit for the women's basketball team was held.

December 8
CFW members shared in a Christmas social event designed to
reward themselves for all their hard work with fun! fun! fun!
January 12
Judy Dorton was introduced as the Graduate Assistant for the
C~~ replacing Nan Scott, who is Assistant Director of the
Women's Appalachian Center.
January 14-15
Women in Science

Workshop~

January 26
Chancellor Reese again met with the CFW at a luncheon at the
Faculty Club,
February 16-17'
Women and Health:

Question of Survival.

March 17

The Chancellor invited the CFW to breakfast at the Hyatt
with Elizabeth Dole of the Federal Trade Commission
e

March
The UTK Women's Basl<etball team. finished 3rd in the nation.

April 20-May 10
Suzanne Kurth presided in Dr

e

Kuiper's absence.

May 3
Chancellor Reese met with the CFW in a special session to
discuss affitmative ac~ion.
May 11
Sharon Lord addressed the CFW concerning her work with the
Women's Equity grant.

May 20
Co-hosted a reception for women athletes.

May 27
A brown bag luncheon was held for the UTK Faculty Women in
the Crest Room to facilitate 'both personal and professional
interaction
o

July 22
Tennessee Commission on Higher Education held a conference
on Women in Tennessee Higher Education. The UTK Chairperson
and 6 members attendede

lI).

P..PPE~~DIY

I

Appe ndix I.
BREAKING THE MYTH BARRIER
Persp ectiv es
Women are invis ible. In the Unite d State s almos t every
socia l role
excep t mothe rhood is struc tured to keep women invis ible.
The subtl e
struc turin g of thoug ht and behav ior by patte rns of langu
age, law, work,
and worsh ip seem to estab lish and maint ain the idea of
man's
world and
woma n's place .

Why are women under -repre sente d in those posit ions where
their skill
and motiv ation equal or excee d that of men? The answe
r seems to be hidden in the nuanc es of unequ ality, inabi lity, and negat
ivism which gover n
wome n's acces s to, and there fore their parti cipat ion
in, the labor force .
We now turn to a brief study of two facto rs in trans
mittin g and main taining the nuanc es of inequ ality -- mytho logy and langu
age.
In the acade mic marke t place
The first proble m for all of us, men and women,
is not to learn , but to unlea rn. We are filled
with the popul ar wisdom of sever al centu ries just
past, and we are terrif ied to give it up.
Glori a Steine m (1970 )
Myths about the natur e of women aboun d amid the scien
ce and truth
of the moder n unive rsity. Some of the myths are deriv
ed from the Gene sis'
accou nt of the creat ion or the Pauli ne epist les: Women
was made from
Adam 's rib, create d for the man, shoul d learn in silen
ce with all subje ction, and not usurp autho rity. Males and femal es appar
ently were equal
only in Noah' s ark (Fish er, 1970) . Other myths have
arise n becau se
"alte rnati ve belie fs and attitu des about women go unima
gined " by women
as well as men (Bem, 1970) . Biase d image s of women in
adver tising
(Kom isar, 1971) , textbo oks (U'Re n, 1971) , fictio n (Mart
in, 1971) , language (Strai ncham ps, 1971) , and child ren's stori es (Fish
er, 1970) , serve
as const ant reinf orcer s.
As Steine m sugge sts, our first task is to unlea rn, to
give up our
myths about women, and then reeva luate in light of this
newly gaine d
persp ectiv e. Withi n a unive rsity, t~is task, broad ly
defin ed, encom passe s women as stude nts as well as emplo yees and as
admi nistra tors.

The myths are numer ous (Dahl strom , 1967; Holm, 1970; Youth
Activ ities Offic e, n.d.) : Women are worse risks than men.
Women don't need
to work. They can't be objec tive. Women aren' t caree
r orien ted. They
aren' t inter ested in promo tion. They don't ident ify
with their job.
They produ ce less, are sick more. They take jobs away
from men. Women
belon g in women jobs. A caref ul exam inatio n of the facts
is the most
posit ive appro ach to a clear pictu re and a dispe lling
of myth and misunder stand ing.

Profile of the women worker
Myth: Women don't need to work. -- In 1970, over 31.5 million
women, age 16 and overt were in the labor force. Fifty-nine per cent of
these were married; 22 per cent single; and 19 per cent widowed, divorced
or separated (Steinern t 1970). Women work to support themselves and supplement their husbands' earnings to meet basic family needs. About 15 per
cent (4.5 million women) of the married women workers had husbands whose
income was below $5,000 annually. About 40 per cent of working wives
account for over a third 0'£ their family's annual income.
Myth: It doesn't pay to train or promote a woman because she will
quit, and the investment will be wasted (Osofsky, 1969). -- Women's participation in the labor force varies by the presence or absence of children, the women's ages, and their need for self-support. Women are most
likely to work between the ages of 20-24 and 45-54. Of working women age
35, the single women on the average will work another 31 years. Widowed,
divorced, or separated womert will work another 28,years, and married
women with husbands will work another 24 years. More than 80 per cent of
women college graduates enter the labor force after graduation. During
the period of early parenthood, they drop out of work or work part-time.
By age 35, when their children are in school, over half of them go back
to work (Youth Activities Office, n.d.) or change from part-time to
full-time.
Myth: Women are absent too much from work because of illness. -Time away from work differs little between men and women. In 1967 employed
women of all ages lost 5.4 days per year; men lost 5.3. In the age group
45-64 years, women lost 5.8 days per year while men lost 7.0 (Ferriss,
1971).
Myth: Women take jobs away from men. -- In March, 1971, there were
18.5 million married women in the labor force. At the same time there
were three million unemployed women. There would have been over 15 million unfilled jobs if all the married women had left the labor force.
Also, most unemployed men do not have the job skills required for the
jobs most often held by women: secretaries, teachers, and nurses.
Women seeking university academic positions experience discrimination even when they possess equal or superior qualifications. Instead
of taking jobs away from men, they have been relegated to lesser positions,
given temporary appointments, and by-passed for promotion and tenure
(Rossi, 1970a; Scott, 1970).
"Probably the ultimate myth," according to Steinem, "is that children
must have full-time mothers and that liberated women made bad one."
(Steinem, 1970). Why should the role of working wife and mother be any
more harmful! to children than that of working husband and father? What
is taught children and how it is taught appear to be more significant
than the presence or absence of the biological mother.

It is difficult to assess changes in the role of women without
reechoing the biases of our own personal and social histories. Rossi
(1970b) concludes that the "theories of society and of human motivation"
of men now in power in academia "mirror their own personalities and life
experiences." She further asserts (Rossi, 1970a) that department chairmen sometimes evaluate academic women on the basis of their own personal
resentment of the higher life style a working wife and husband may enjoy
rather than on the women's job performance. They find it difficult to
deal with working women because they cannot distinguish between them and
their own homemaker wives. Just as men are redefining their traditional
work and family roles, isn't it reasonable that women reevaluate the
"women's place is in the home" definition of their roles?
Myths of work and home encapsulate both women and men. "Isn't it
time," asks Rossi, "the university, as the most far-seeing of our social
institutions, prepared itself for life in the post-industrial world? ••
a compassionate world with the time, the room, and the flexibility to
create a style of living of living that permits men and women to live
deeply and meaningfully at play and at home as well as at work?" (1970a).
Socialization Through Language
In a statement appearing over fifteen years ago, the president of
Mills College:

The gr~ar of English dictates that when a referent
is either of indeterminate sex or both sexes, it shall
be considered masculine. The penetration of this
habit of language into the minds of little girls as
they grow up to be women is more profound than most
people, including most women, have recognized: for it
implies that personality is really a male attribute,
and that women are human sub-species. It would be a
miracle if a girl-baby, learning to use the symbols of
our tongue, could escape some wound to her self-respect:
whereas a boy-baby's ego is bolstered by the pattern of
our language.
Numerous articles and statements focusing on the sexist nature of
the English language have appeared in publications in recent years.
Some articles trace the history of our male-female language system:
others point to the breakdown in the use of the "generic man" when references are made to predominantly female fields such as teaching and
many illustrate the lack of identification of young females with language statements referring to man, brother, him, mankind, etc.

In an effort to insure maximum opportunity for the development,
education, and employment of females in the University community, the
Chancellor's Task Force on Women would like to make some rather specific
recommendations in regard to language usage:

IV-I.

Every effort should -be made to utilize language terms
and statements which obviously include both sexes of
our community. For example, one could utilize human,
humans, person, persons, individual, individuals, human
beings, homosapiens, people, peoples, man/woman, woman/
man or humanity instead of the term, man. A course
labeled "Man and Culture" might be more appropriately
labeled, "Humanity and Culture," "People and Culture,"
or "Humans and Culture."
Terms such as chairman or ombudsman should be replaced
by chairperson, chairone, ombudsperson, or ombudsone.
Instead of utilizing the generic he, him, and his, one
might substitute one, he/she, him/her, her/him, his/hers,
hers/his, or one's. An increase in the use of they,
or them to include both males and females (even though
the referent is singular) has been observed recently.
For example, "every individual should be encouraged to
do their own thing," is, even though "grammatically
incorrect, It more acceptable to individuals concerned
with female identity than is emphasis on formal grammer.

IV-2.

IV-3.

The title, Ms., rather than Mrs. or Miss, should be used
within our University community. The rationale behind
this title is that the marital status of females is as
irrelevant in addressing them as is marital status of
males. Just as we use the title Mr. to address men,
whether married or unmarried, we propose using "the title
Ms. to address females, whether married or unmarried.
Ms. is currently being adopted across the nation as a
standard form of address by women who want to be recognized as individuals, rather than being identified, by
their relationship with a man. In the same sense, it
seems inappropriate to refer to a female, whether secretary, student, or faculty, as Mrs. John Doe when her name
is Mary. Therefore, we suggest the use of Ms. Mary Doe
in University communication, thereby recognizing her
individual identity. It is also inappropriate to compose lists of persons in which men are identified as John
Doe, Joe Blow, etc., and women are identified as Mrs.
Mary Doe,Miss Mary Blow, etc. Marital status is irrelevant; individuals, male or femal~, should be given
comparable treatment.

Personal language patterns, course titles, and descriptions,
job descriptions, application forms, student handbooks,
and other University literature should be examined to insure that the sexist bias is removed from our language.
Language constantly evolves in response to need. It is
grasping today for ways to accommodate the new recognition
of women as full members of the human race.
Breaking the Myth Barrier is an excerpt from the Final Task Force Report,1972,
pp. 110-114.

